Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Romania tends to become one of the main wheat exporters of the European Union. This development is taking place against record wheat production (around 10 million tonnes in 2017), coupled with a fall in domestic demand to 2 million tonnes (Rotaru, 2018) In this context, the baking quality evaluation of the grains is essential for the optimal valorisation of farmers crops, as well as for the millers, concerning the raw material acquisition plans, adapted to the market requirements. Quality assessment of crops is often done in mills by evaluating simple physical-chemical parameters, many of which are of no technological relevance, like: moisture (%), hectolitric mass (kg/hl), protein content (%), wet gluten (%), gluten deformation (mm), gluten index (rar), falling number (s) etc (Nolletand Toldrá, 2015) . In very few cases are available pilot mills, to provide an overview of the quality potential of the grain, due to rheological analyzes. Romanian mills frequently use devices like alveograph or farinograph for the rheological analysis of the flours (Vizitiu et al., 2012) . The farinograph is known in Romania since the 1960s, the alveograph being introduced in the current analysis of the flours quality, on a large scale, after the year 2000 (Moldoveanu et al., 1973) . The principles for determining the flours quality are fundamentally different, which is why, in many cases, the results provided by the two methods are not in line with users expectations. Both methods realize specific determinations of the dough phase, obtained by transferring mechanical energy from one or two kneading arms, to a system composed of flour and a specific amount of water (farinograph) or flour and sodium chloride solution (alveograph) (Popper et al., 2006; Tronsmo et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2002; Campos et al., 1997) . The farinograph makes the transfer of mechanical energy by means of two specific profile kneading arms (sigma) and measures the moment of force opposed by the dough consistency, within the kneading time (Muscalu, 2018; Massimo and Bruno de Cindio, 2009 ). The measured parameters are: water absorption (%), dough development time, dough stability or dough softening (Faridi and Faubion, 2012) . The alveograph measures the biaxial extension properties of dough at about 14 minutes after its formation (after a relaxation interval). The determined properties are related to its breakdown resistance, to extensibility or to dough absorbed energy (mechanical alveographic work) (Cauvain and Young, 2009 ). Numerous studies have correlated the two methods parameters with the baking potential of the flours, expressed by the bread volume obtained from baking tests. Most of these studies have concluded that the best bread volume predictors are multidimensional variables,that include some parameters combinations of both methods (Duță, 2017) . Thus, Bockstaele et. al., (2008) found that the best bread volume predictor is a combination between the alveographic parameter P/L, the farinographic water absorption and the flour protein content (r 2 =0.80) (Van Bockstaele, 2008) . Różyło and Laskowski, (2011) have calculated satisfactory multiple regression equations (n=120) for bread volume, starting from alveograpfic parameters (extensibility, P/L ratio), protein content and flours falling number (Różyło, 2011) . The farinographic or mixographic parameter, which is the best correlated with bread volume, seems to be the hydration capacity, according to the data we have studied in the literature, (Stojceska and Butler, 2012; Stojceskaand Butler, 2008; Wikström et al., 1996) . Former researches performed by us, have shown that the farinographic hydration capacity is signifycantly correlated with the most flours physicalchemical parameters, such as gluten index, protein content or moisture (Popa et al., 2010; Vizitiu et Danciu, 2011; Codină et al. 2012) . The same parameters are the best predictors for the alveographic parameter mechanical work (Betge et al., 1989; Clarke et al., 2000; Popa et al., 2009; Arazuri et al. 2011) . The purpose of the research was to evaluate the extent to which farinographic and alveographic methods correlate with each other, as well as to find out the representative physical-chemical parameters most commonly used in assessing the quality of wheat flour.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
81 samples of flours were analyzed, from the Romanian market, between 2015 and 2017, in order to determine the main quality parameters listed in Table 1 . The collected data were interpreted using the variational statistical analysis as well as the factorial analysis. Factorial analysis is used to reduce the number of initial variables, for easier data interpretation and to identify hidden patterns in existing relationships between variables. Factorial Analysis of Principal Components (ACP) allows representation of the set of initial variables, through a small number of hypothetical variables, representtative, called factors (Wood et McCarthy, 1984; Ferré, 1995; Carbureanu, 2010; Demšar et al., 2013) . Factorial analysis was performed using the IBM SPSS Statistics Software, based on the following criteria: the initial matrix of the extracted main components was transformed using an orthogonal rotation of factors (Quartimax). This rotation method, that minimizes the number of factors, needed to explain each variable. This method simplifies the interpretation of the observed variables (Lawless et Heymann, 2010; Franco, 2013) . The main components were selected using the Kaiser criterion, and within each main component, only those variables whose saturation exceeded 0.7 were retained. Table 2 presents the average values and the main variability characteristics of the quality parameters determined for wheat flours (n=81) Table 2 shows that the physical-chemical parameters of the flours were characterized by very different variation coefficients. The most stable physical-chemical parameter was moisture (4.059%), and the highest variability was observed in wet gluten parameter (15.111%). In contrast to these, rheological parameters (farinographic and alveographic) were characterized by higher variability values. Variability was excessive in terms of farinographic parameters (especially dough development time CV% = 9.190 and stability CV% = 89.190) versus alveographic parameters (characterized by the highest variability for P/L, CV% = 45.939). The fact that flours characterized by a relative homogeneity of the physical-chemical quality parameters hada high variability of the rheological parameters, shows the sensitivity of the rheological methods to a series of determining factors for the flours industrial applications. We noticed that of the farinographic parameters, the flours hydration capacity was characterized by a very low variability, comparable to the physical-chemical parameters (CV%=4.563). The variability of the rheological quality parameters was high, because we took into consideration and analized a wide range of flours, with various industrial applicability and different extractions rate: 480, 550, 650, 800 or dark flour (flours intended for the current consumption bakery products, flours for pastry, flours intended for traditional products etc). Table 3 presents the main correlations established between the analyzed quality parameters. *p < 0,05 significant; **p < 0,01 very significant; ***p < 0,001 extremely significant; ns -non significant It was noted that the farinographic parameter water absorption achieved very significant positive correlations with the ash content and the protein content (r=0.487***; r=0.468***).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Also, the dough development time and farinographic stability achieved very significant positive correlations with protein content and wet gluten content (0.583*** and 0.595***, respectively 0.499*** and 0.544***). The softening degree of dough correlated negative significantly with protein and wet gluten (-0.476*** and -0.536***). The protein content and wet gluten content performed extremely positive correlations with alveographic parameters: extensibility (0.693***; 0.713***), extensibility index (0.328***; 0.406***) and mechanical work (0.663***; 0.708***). The resistance alveographic parameter was not significantly correlated with any of the flours physicalchemical parameters. The only alveographic parameters that correlated significant with all the farinographic parameters were: dough extensibility (L), alveographical mechanical work (W), P/L ratio and extensibility index (G). Dough resistance had positively extremely significant correlated only with the water absorption (r=0.486***). The falling number parameter correlated positive significant only with farinographic parameters, namely: water absorption (r=0.263*), stability (r=0.259*) and softening degree of doughs (r=0.223*). In order to interpret synthetically the relationships between parameters, we chosed to process these results through a factorial analysis. The factorial analysis takes into account the correlations between the initial parameters values and synthesizes a smaller number of variables, called principal components (PC). Table 4 highlights the matrix of the 4 principal components extracted from the initial parameters values. These components covered 77.11% of the total variation. As can be seen in Table 4 , the first extracted principal component (PC 1) included the largest number of parameters, namely: the protein content (including gluten) of the flours, the most farinographic parameters (except for the water absorption) and also alveographic parameters mechanical work (W) and extensibility index (G).This component appears to express the tolerance of flours to the mechanical stress exerted in the dough phase, also their ability to preserve viscosity under mechanical stress conditions. This is highlighted by the high degree of saturation of the variables that measure the resistance to the mechanical stress applied to the dough, namely: farinographic stability (0.846), and alveographic mechanical work (0.864). The form under which the mechanical energy is delivered to the dough, differs significantly between the two methods. In the case of the farinographic method, the mechanical energy is transmitted through two kneading arms, and the changes in the dough are measured in real time. In the case of alveographic analysis, the mechanical energy is initially transferred through a single kneading arm, and after a period of dough relaxation, it is delivered as an air pressure that causes the biaxial stretch. Practically, the alveographic mechanical work measures the amount of energy the dough can absorb, after applying a standard mechanical stress. In the bread making process, the dough is subjected to mechanical stress also in subsequent stages of kneading, as: modelling, fermentation and baking (through the pressure exerted by the gas bubbles formation, in the fermentation process and their expansion during baking). Therefore, the better the tolerance of the dough to mechanical stress, the higher probability of obtaining bakery products with superior volumes. Dough resistance to mechanical stress is dependent on the content of proteins, including gluten, variables that showed also, a high saturation in the PC 1 (0.751, respectively, 0.811). The second principal component (PC 2) is related to dough resistance to deformation, as expressed by the alveographic parameters resistance and the P/L ratio. The deformation resistance is equal and opposite to the pressure required to achieve the dough stretching. This component suggested that alveographic resistance (0.962) could be a dough rheology element of interpretation, more important than alveographic mechanical work (W), under conditions where farinographic parameters are known. Considering that in the alveographic method, the dough is obtained by constant hydration (independent of the real value of flours water absorption parameter) and the determination of the alveographic resistance is done after applying the kneading mechanical stress, it can be assumed that this parameter provides significant information about the dough behavior in the stages of fermentation and baking. The third principal component (PC 3) is related to the degree of the flour extraction. Regarding this component, the most important variables, in terms of factor saturation, were the ash (0.874) and the farinographic water absorption (0.714). In fact, these two variables were correlated extremely positive significant, as seen in the main correlation Table 3 (r=0.487***). The enhancement of flours extraction degree, expressed by the content increase of mineral substances, is made by including in the flour mass, some components of the wheat grain outer layers (fibers and proteins). These components have a higher water absorption capacity than starch. The diagram of the first three principal components is shown in Figure 1 . The fourth principal component (PC 4) was correlated with the increase of the amylase activity of the flours (decrease of the falling number). Considering that the method of amylase activity determination, through falling number, involves a number of specific conditions, significantly different from those of other methods characteristics (as: evaluation of the flour gel phase, very high temperatures etc), the feature of this parameter as a separately factor, should not surprise. This is also underlined by Table 3 , where falling number established the lowest number of correlations of all analyzed parameters.
CONCLUSIONS
A number of alveographic parameters have been highlighted in this paper, namely those who have significantly correlated with all farinographic parameters. In this regard we recall: dough extensibility (L), alveographical mechanical work (W), P/L ratio and extensibility index (G). Alveographic dough resistance had only correlated with the water absorption parameter. The results suggest that both the farinographic and the alveographic methods provide a series of analogous information, regarding the tolerance of flour to the mechanical stress, exerted in the dough phase. However, the alveographic method, by means of P and P/L ratio parameters, is able to provide additional information on the dough deformation resistance, after application of the mechanical stress in the kneading phase. Accordingly, alveographic method can provide important information for assessing dough behavior in subsequent phases (fermentation and baking). Therefore, the two methods should be used together, to evaluate the rheological behavior of dough. Our investigation revealed the influence of the flour extraction degree on dough rheology. It also showed the lack of correlation of flours amylase activity, evaluated by falling number method, with the main rheological and physical-chemical analyzed parameters.
